Abstract-This paper presents a new fast, highly scalable distributed matrix multiplication algorithm on Apache Spark, called Stark, based on Strassen's matrix multiplication algorithm. Stark preserves Strassen's seven multiplications scheme in a distributed environment and thus achieves faster execution. It is based on two new ideas; it creates a recursion tree of computation where each level of such tree corresponds to division and combination of distributed matrix blocks in the form of Resilient Distributed Datasets (RDDs); It processes each divide and combine step in parallel and memorize the sub-matrices by intelligently tagging matrix blocks in it. To the best of our knowledge, Stark is the first Strassen's implementation in Spark platform. We show experimentally that Stark has a strong scalability with increasing matrix size enabling us to multiply two (16384×16384) matrices with 28% and 36% less wall clock time than Marlin and MLLib respectively, state-of-the-art matrix multiplication approaches based on Spark.
I. INTRODUCTION
G ROWTH in the number of massive datasets from different sources like social media, weather sensors, mobile devices, etc. has led to applications of these datasets for various data-driven research and analytics in domains such as machine learning, climate science, social media analytics, etc. These applications require large-scale data processing with minimal effort and a system which scales as data grows without any failure. Many of these applications need matrix computations on massive datasets, leading to a requirement of large-scale distributed matrix computations.
Big data processing frameworks like Hadoop MapReduce [1] and Spark [2] have emerged as next-generation distributed programming platform for data-intensive complex analytics and developing distributed applications in fields like machine learning, climate science, and social media analytics. These reliable shared storage and analysis systems put the systems like RDBMS, grid computing and volunteer computing behind by its powerful batch processing, scalability and fault tolerance capabilities. Spark has gained its popularity for its in-memory data processing ability to run programs faster than Hadoop MapReduce. Its general purpose engine supports a wide range of applications including batch, interactive, iterative algorithms and streaming and it offers simple APIs and rich built-in libraries like MLLib [3] , GraphX [4] for data science tasks and data processing applications. Therefore, we can get substantial gain by implementing computing intensive algorithms which consume large dataset as input. In the present work, we focus on the problem of distributed multiplication of large and possibly distributed matrices using the Spark framework.
Many existing works have implemented distributed matrix multiplication on Big data frameworks. One of the early works was HAMA [5] , which implemented distributed matrix multiplication on MapReduce. However, this scheme suffers from the shortcomings of Hadoop, i.e. communicating with HDFS for each map or reduce task. This drawback can be overcome by using the Spark framework, which supports distributed in-memory computation. The most widely used approach is the distributed matrix multiplication scheme used in its built-in machine learning library, called MLLib. Another recent distributed matrix multiplication scheme is Marlin [6] , [7] , which intelligently selects one of their three matrix multiplication algorithms according to the size of the input matrices. However, both these schemes used naive distributed block matrix multiplication approach. This approach requires 8 block multiplications to calculate the product matrix when the input matrix is further divided in (2 × 2) blocks, which still requires O(n 3 ) running time. In the present work, we attempt to overcome this shortcoming by using Strassen's matrix multiplication algorithm, which was proposed by Volker Strassen in 1969 [8] . Strassen's algorithm only needs 7 block matrix multiplications for the (2×2) splitting of matrices, thus resulting in a time complexity of O(n 2.807 ). An interesting research question is whether this gain in complexity translates to gains in actual wall clock execution time on reasonably sized matrices when implemented using a Big data processing platform such as spark.
Strassen's algorithm, which is inherently recursive in nature, cannot be implemented efficiently in Hadoop MapReduce. This is because the MapReduce programming paradigm only supports stateless distributed operations so that fault tolerance can be ensured. Hence, for maintaining distributed states in Hadoop, one has to resort to disk-based data structures in HFDS or use external distributed key-value stores such as zookeeper, parameter server, etc. Spark is a natural choice since it can make recursive calls in the methods of driver program which can launch distributed in-memory jobs. The distributed state information can be stored as tags in the in-memory distributed data structure, thus supporting a more natural and efficient implementation for distributed recursion. Moreover, spark programs are part of the overall Hadoop ecosystem, hence interoperable with HDFS, Cassan-dra, HBase, Hive etc. Hence, our distributed matrix multiplication scheme can be used as part of larger data analytics workflows, where the input matrices are generated by some other Spark or MapReduce jobs and the product matrix from our technique can be consumed by some other jobs in the workflow.
There are several research challenges in developing the distributed version of Strassen's matrix multiplication algorithm, in the Map-Reduce framework:
In each Strassen's recursive call, the input matrices are divided into 7 sub-matrices and each such sub-matrix depends on the elements of components of other partitions. Also, it is necessary to keep track of the sub-matrices and matrix blocks in the intermediate map group and reduce phases, so that it can be further divided or merged and can thus get the final position in the product matrix. In this paper, we address the above challenges with a distributed tail recursion which is created by intelligently labeling the sub-matrices and matrix blocks for each recursive call. The tags are chosen in a way such that the division of the matrices can be done in parallel in a top-down fashion and also product sub-matrices can be arranged from the divisions in parallel as well in a bottomup approach. The distributed algorithm developed here was implemented using the Apache Spark framework algorithm. We performed extensive empirical evaluations to wall clock running time of our implementation vis-à-vis the state of the art implementations available on Spark (both MLLib and Marlin). We show that for a large range of practical matrix sizes, our implementation performs 40% -60% better than the nearest competitor.
Additionally, we report a comprehensive analysis of the computation complexity, communication complexity, and parallelization factor for the implemented Strassen's algorithm as well as the baseline methods mentioned above. Similar analysis has also been reported by Gu et al. [6] , though they do not explicitly report the analysis for different stages. This is critical in our case since the number of stages depends on the size of the matrix.
Since we are interested in the wall clock time, we do the above analysis for each stage of spark execution, which are executed serially. The wall clock time for each stage is governed by the dominant component (either computation or communication), and the parallelization factor which allows the total computation (or communication) for each stage to be divided into parallel executors. The total wall clock time is the sum of wall clock times of stages. We find that the careful theoretical computations, match the empirical observations of wall clock time when the implemented program are run in a distributed setting. Hence, this analysis helps us to pinpoint the source of the improvement in wall clock time. We find that the dominant component of running time in all the competing systems is the leaf node block multiplication that is executed in separate executors in parallel and our system outperformed them in the number of multiplications performed in leaf nodes. While MLLib and Marlin require b 3 (b = partitionsize) multiplications, our system needs only b log 7 multiplications. For large enough matrices, matrix and block sizes differ significantly which provide us much steeper running time curve for our implementation.
We empirically demonstrate the effectiveness of our algorithm by comparing it to the best performing baselines over all possible partition sizes, for various matrix sizes. We find that our method takes 28% and 36% less wall clock time than Marlin and MLLib respectively. In another experiment, we vary partition sizes for each matrix size. We find that running time follows a U-shaped pattern, thus suggesting an optimal block size for each matrix size, which is also intuitive.
This experiment also shows that theoretically calculated running times and empirically observed running times match closely, hence further validating our theoretical calculations. Finally, we report stage-wise breakup of both theoretical running times and empirically observed running times. This helps us to identify the most time-consuming stage, thus reaffirming our conclusion regarding the reason for improvement of running time with Strassen's algorithm over existing baselines.
1) Organization of the article: After presenting a detailed related work in section II, we introduce the Strassen's multiplication algorithm on a single node in section III-A. We introduce our algorithm Stark from section III-B and provides a detailed description of the algorithm along with the data structure used. In section IV, we evaluate the performance analysis of our algorithm along with two other competing approaches -MLLib and Marlin in order to show that Stark has a better performance over others. This will also guide us to explain our experimental results provides in section V. Section VI summarizes the results and discusses the future research direction.
II. RELATED WORK
An extensive literature exists on parallelizing naive matrix multiplication algorithms [9] , [10] , [11] , [12] , [13] , [6] , [14] , [15] , [16] , [17] , [5] , [18] , [19] , [20] and [21] . Similarly Strassen's matrix multiplication algorithm has also been extensively studied for parallelization [22] , [23] , [24] , [25] , [16] , [26] , [27] , [28] , [29] , [30] and [31] . As pointed out in [6] , [20] and [30] , the literature on parallel and distributed matrix multiplication can be divided broadly into three categories: 1) Grid based approach, 2) BFS/DFS based approach and 3) Hadoop and Spark based approach. Here we briefly review them.
A. Grid Based Approach
The grid-based approaches are particularly well suited for the processor layout in a two or three-dimensional grid. In this layout, the communication occurs either in the same row or in the same column. Based on this processor layout, these approaches are again classified as 2D, 2.5D, and 3D. 2D and 3D cases treat processors as two and three-dimensional grid respectively. The most common known 2D algorithms are [9] and [13] . In 3D approaches like [12] and [10] , the communication cost is minimized using extra memory than 2D algorithms. It also reduces the bandwidth cost compared to 2D algorithms. 2.5D multiplication approach in [32] , [19] and [33] , has been developed to interpolate between 2D and 3D approaches. It has a better bandwidth than 2D.
Strassen's matrix multiplication has also gone through a similar evolution and got new 2D and 2.5D approaches. Luo and Drake [25] presented a scalable and parallel Strassen's matrix multiplication algorithm. They have provided two approaches to multiply two matrices in parallel. The first approach is to use classical parallel matrix multiply for the parallelization and Strassen's multiply method locally -called the 2D-Strassen. In the second approach, they reversed the order i.e. they parallelize Strassen's at the higher levels and use standard parallel matrix multiplication at lower levels -called the Strassen-2D. They analyzed the communication costs for these two approaches. Grayson et. al. [24] improved on the second approach and concluded that the second one is the best approach under their new circumstances. Then comes the 2.5D version of the 2D-Strassen and Strassen-2D algorithms. In [32] , they got better communication efficiency than its 2D counterparts but still lacks communication optimality. Gridbased algorithms are very efficient in a grid and torus-based topologies but may not perform well in other more general topologies [20] , which is the main focus of generic Big Data computing platforms.
B. BFS/DFS Based Approach
The failure of the above-mentioned approaches to achieve communication optimality, BFS/DFS approach is developed [31] for Strassen's algorithm. BFS/DFS approach treats processor layout as a hierarchy rather than two or threedimensional grid and based on a sequential recursive algorithm. Among Strassen based other parallel algorithms, (Communication-Optimal Parallel Strassen's) CAPS [30] provides the minimized communication costs and runs faster in practice. Ballard et. al. presented the communication costs for Strassen in [18] and [31] and also provides the communication lower bound for square as well as for rectangular matrices in [20] . CAPS matches the lower bound and provides communication optimality.
CAPS traverses the Strassen recursion tree in parallel in two ways. In the unlimited memory (UM) scheme, it takes k BFS steps and then performs local matrix multiplication. The Limited Memory approach takes l DFS steps and then k BFS steps. The memory footprint can be minimized by minimizing l. They also showed that second approach can be tuned to get more complicated interleaving approach but does not attain optimality more than a constant factor. Though our implementation follows a similar kind of recursion tree as CAPS, it is worth evaluating the algorithm in a scalable framework where data is distributed.
C. Hadoop and Spark Based Approach
There are several implementations of distributed matrix multiplication on using Hadoop MapReduce and Spark. John Norstad in [34] presented four strategies to implement data parallel matrix multiplication using block matrix data structure. However, all of them are based on the classical parallel approach which requires eight multiplications.
There are other distributed framework that provides massive matrix computation like HAMA [5] and MadLINQ [35] . matrix multiplication in HAMA is carried out using two approaches -iterative and Block. In the iterative approach, each map task receives a row index of the right matrix as a key and the column vector of the row as a value. Then it multiplies all columns of i th row of the left matrix with the received column vector. Finally, a reduce task collects the i th product into the result matrix. Block approach reduces required data movement over the network by building a collection table and placing candidate block matrix in each row. However, the iterative approach is not suitable in Hadoop for massive communication cost. Though Block approach incurs low communication cost, does not provide faster execution as it uses classical parallel matrix multiplication approach. MadLINQ, built on top of Microsoft's LINQ framework and Dryad [36] , is an example of cloud-based linear algebra platform. However, it suffers from the same kind of drawback as HAMA.
Rong Gu et al. in [6] developed an efficient distributed computation library, called Marlin, on top of Apache Spark. They proposed three different matrix multiplication algorithm based on the size of input matrices. They have shown that Marlin is faster than R and distributed algorithms based on MapReduce. When the matrix sizes are square, they have used a hybrid of the naive block matrix multiplication scheme. Though they have minimized the shuffle in join step, underlying they incur 8 multiplications compared to 7 multiplications on Stark, which makes Stark faster than Marlin. MLLib block matrix multiplication does the same thing, but a little bit different way. The algorithm first lists all the partitions for each block that are needed in the same place and then shuffles, which reduce the communication cost.
III. DISTRIBUTED STRASSEN'S ON SPARK
In this section, we discuss the implementation of Stark on Spark framework. First, we describe the original Strassen's algorithm for serial matrix multiplication in section III-A. Next, we describe the block data structure, which is central to our distributed matrix multiplication algorithm, since it encapsulates both the contents of a block as well as tags necessary for the distributed recursive algorithm in section III-B. Finally, section III-C describes the distributed matrix multiplication algorithm, and its implementation strategy using RDD (resilient distributed datasets construct in Spark [37] ) of blocks.
A. Single Node Strassen's Preliminaries
Strassen's matrix multiplication can multiply two (n × n) matrix using 7 multiplications and 18 additions of matrix blocks of size Note that n should be 2 p for some integer p. However, the scheme can also be applied to rectangular matrices or matrices of general sizes by partitioning them appropriately as given in [25] to be used in practical applications. In this paper, we focus on matrices of size 2 p for mathematical brevity.
ALGORITHM 1: Strassen's Matrix Multiplication
Procedure Strassen's(A, B, threshold) A = input matrix of size n × n; B = input matrix of size n × n; C = input matrix of size n × n; if n=thresold then Multiply A and B using naive approach; else Compute A11, B11, ..., A22, B22 by computing n =
B. Block Data Structure
The main data structure used is a matrix, which is represented as an RDD of blocks. Blocks store information necessary for (1) representing the matrix i.e. storing all the entries and (2) bookkeeping information needed for running the algorithm.
Conceptually, each matrix of dimension n, is partitioned into b partitions, giving n b block rows and n b block columns. Here, block rows and block columns are defined by the number of rows and columns of blocks.
Each matrix of size n is divided into four equal square sub-matrices of dimension n 2 , until it reaches block dimension of n b . These sub-matrices are stored in data structure called blocks, which is central to our algorithm. Note that, these blocks are of fixed size, and can be stored and multiplied on a single node. Each block contains four fields (depicted in Fig.  1 ):
1) row-index: Stores current row index of the submatrix, in multiples of n. Note that, as the larger matrix is split during execution of the algorithm, these indices can change to keep track of the current position of submatrix. 2) column-index: Similar to above, stores the current column index of the sub-matrix. 3) mat-name: Stores a tag which is used as a key for grouping the blocks at each stage of the algorithm, so that blocks which need to be operated on are in the same group. It consists of a comma-separated string which denotes two components:
a) The matrix tag: stores the matrix label, for example, A or B or one of the eight sub-matrices A 11 , A 12 , A 21 , A 22 , B 11 , B 12 , B 21 and B 22 or M . b) M-Index: Each sub-matrix is broken down into 7 sub-matrices. Therefore, this index helps to signify one of these 7 sub-matrices. 4) matrix: 2D array storing the matrix.
C. Implementation Details
The core multiplication algorithm (described in Algorithm 2) takes two matrices (say A and B) represented as RDD of blocks, as input as shown in Fig. 2 . The computation performed by the algorithm can be divided into 3 phases:
• Recursively splitting each input matrix into 4 equal submatrices and replicate the sub-matrices so as to facilitate the computation of intermediate matrices (M 1 to M 7 ).
• Multiply blocks serially to form blocks M 1 to M 7 .
• Combine the sub-matrices to form matrices C 1 to C 4 of size 2 n from 2 n−1 .
Each step mentioned above run in parallel inside the cluster. Each step is described in the following sections.
1) Divide and Replication Phase:
In the divide step, the matrices are divided into 4 sub-matrices of equal size and the blocks constitutes each sub-matrix contains same M − Index according to the location of the sub-matrix in its parent. The procedure is shown in Fig. 3 . To create seven sub-matrices M 1 to M 7 , we create 12 sub-matrices of size 2 n−1 as shown in
Recursion Level = log size BlockSize into single matrix (RDD of blocks (C)) * / C = Combine(R); end return C; Algorithm 1. We create 4 copies of A 11 and A 22 and 2 copies of A 12 and A 21 using flatMapToPair transformation. Matrix B is divided similarly. flatMapToPair takes a single key-value pair and generates a list of key-value pairs having the same single key. In this case, it takes a single block of any of the two input matrices and returns a list of blocks according to the group it is about to be consumed i.e. M 1 to M 7 and the M-index of the recursive tree. The mat-name property of the block preserves predecessor sub-matrix name i.e. A 11 to B 22 .
Next, the blocks of similar key (M 1 to M 7 ) are grouped and thus contains the sub-matrices that form M 1 to M 7 . For adding and subtracting blocks of sub-matrices we use flapMap transformation. It takes a PairRDD and returns a RDD. Here, it takes a list of blocks of 4 sub-matrices and returns a list of blocks of 2 sub-matrices. These 2 sub-matrices are generated using adding or subtracting the corresponding blocks of four sub-matrices as shown in Fig. 4 .
Then we divide the intermediate blocks of the sub-matrices again by recursively calling the Strassen's method. Each time we go down to the leaf of the execution tree, we divide the submatrices into smaller sub-matrices of size 2 n−1 . This process continues until it reaches the size of a block.
2) Multiplication of Block index Matrices: When the division reaches the size of user-defined block size, the blocks are multiplied using serial matrix multiplication algorithm. This is done using one mapToPair, followed by one groupByKey and one map function as shown in Algorithm 4. The mapToPair function takes each block and returns a key-value pair to group two potential blocks for multiplication. The groupByKey groups two blocks and map function returns the multiplication 
Figure 3: Division and Replication of sub-matrices. Each sub-matrix of dimension n is divided into four sub-matrices of dimension n/2 (A 11 to A 22 ) depicted as four color codes using index reordering. The replication is done using flatMapToPair transformation. Each sub-matrix has been replicated using algorithm 1. For each key this will group blocks with tags that eventually form M1 to M7. * / P airRDD < string, iterable < Block >> group = f irstM ap.groupByKey(); / * Add or subtract blocks with the tag start with similar character (A|B) to get the two blocks of RDDs for the next divide phase. * / RDD < Block > C = group.mapToPair(); return C; of the two blocks. The keys in the mapToPair function are chosen in such a way so that all the leaf index blocks are multiplied in parallel. We transform the leaf node block matrices to Breeze matrices to make the multiplication faster on a single node.
3) Combining the Sub-matrices: In this step, the product matrix blocks of seven sub-matrices M 1 to M 7 are rearranged to produce a larger matrix. Combination phase occurs when the recursive call to Strassen's procedure returns. In each such return, the size of the matrices becomes 2 n−1 to 2 n . Each such combine step is done in parallel. The combine step is shown in Algorithm 5.
Figure 4: Addition and Subtraction of sub-matrices. This operation is done using a groupByKey and a mapTopair after the state represented in Figure 3 . groupByKey groups the matrix blocks with tags that will form M 1 to M 7 . mapToPair adds or subtracts corresponding blocks using tags correspond to matrix A or matrix B.
This concludes the description of the distributed matrix multiplication algorithm, Stark. Next, we theoretically analyze the performance (time complexity) of our algorithm, as well as the baselines.
IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
In this section, we attempt to estimate the performances of the proposed approach Stark, and state-of-the-art approaches MLLib and Marlin, for distributed matrix multiplication. In this work, we are interested in the wall clock running time of the algorithms for varying number of nodes, matrix sizes, and other algorithmic parameters e.g. partition/block sizes. The wall clock time depends on three independently analyzed quantities: total computational complexity of the sub-tasks to
/ * Result contains RDD of blocks. Each block is the product of two matrix blocks residing in the same computer. * / Result: RDD < Block > C / * Make union of two input RDDs. Each block of the resulting RDD having a tag with string similar to A|B, M 1|2...|7 , index. * / RDD < Block > AunionB = A.union(B); / * Map each block to a (key,Block) pair.
The key contains string M 1|2...|7 , index. Each Block contains a tag with string A|B. * / P airRDD < string, Block > f irstM ap = AunionB.mapToPair(); / * Group the blocks according to the key. For each key, this will group two blocks, one with block tag A and another with B. * / P airRDD < string, iterable < Block >> group = f irstM ap.groupByKey(); / * Multiply two block matrix inside a single computer serially and return each Block to the resulting RDD. * / RDD < Block > C = group.map(); return C;
Result: RDD < Block > C / * Map each block to (key,Block) pair. Both the key and block mat-name contains string M 1|2...|7 , index. indexes are divided by 7 to blocks can be grouped of the same M sub-matrix. * / P airRDD < String, Block > f irstM ap = BlockRDD.map(); / * Group the blocks that comes from the same M sub-matrix * / P airRDD < string, iterable < Block >> group = f irstM ap.groupByKey(); / * combine the 7 sub-matrices of size n/2 to a single sub-matrix of size n having the same key * / RDD < Block > C = group.flatMap(); return C; be executed (stages in case of spark), total communication complexity between executors of different sub-tasks on each of the nodes, and parallelization factor of each of the subtasks or the total number of processor cores available. Gu et al. [6] also follow a similar paradigm for analysis of Marlin.
Later, in section V, we compare the theoretically derived estimates of wall clock time with empirically observed ones, for validation. The derived performance estimates are also expected to ease the understanding and set tunable parameters for the distributed algorithms. As described before, we consider only square matrices of dimension 2 p for all of the derivations. The key input and tunable parameters for the algorithms are:
• n = 2 p : number of rows or columns in matrix A and B (for square matrix)
• b = number of splits or partitions for square matrix • 2 q = n b = block size in matrix A and B (used for Strassen's multiplication cost analysis)
• cores = Total number of physical cores in the cluster Therefore,
• Total number of blocks in matrix A or B = b
The following cost analysis has been done conforming to spark execution model which constitutes of two main abstractions -Resillient Distributed Dataset or RDD and Lineage Graph (which is a DAG (Direct Acyclic Graph) of operations). RDD's are a collection of data items that are split into partitions stored on Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS). RDD supports two types of operations -transformations and actions. A Spark program implicitly creates a lineage which is a logical DAG of transformations that resulted in the RDD. When the driver runs, it converts this logical graph into a physical execution plan with a set of stages by pipelining the transformations. Then, it creates smaller execution units, referred to as tasks under each stage which are bundled up and prepared to be sent to the cluster.
Our analysis follows the execution plan for the programs developed and compared for this paper. This allows us to directly correlate actual wall clock running times with theoretically predicted ones, hence pinpointing the stages which run faster.
A. Performance Analysis of MLLib
In this section, we derive the cost of the matrix multiplication subroutine of MLLib package. As we have used block matrix data structure for Stark, the same has been used for experimentation among four choices -RowMatrix, IndexedRowMatrix, CoordinateMatrix and BlockMatrix. In the pre-processing step we have transformed the input file to CoordinateMatrix, and then converted it into BlockMatrix, a data structure synonymous to Stark's block matrix structure. While converting to BlockMatrix, we provided two parameters -rowsPerBlock and colsPerBlock. As each block is square, the value of these two parameters are same.
Before multiplying, the scheme partitions the matrix blocks with unique partitionID using GridPartitioner approach. It partitions the input matrices in a grid structure and then simulates the multiplication by calculating the destination partitionIDs for each block so that only the required blocks is to be shuffled. This cuts the communication cost. For simulation, all the partitionIDs needs to be collected at master node. The number of partitionIDs for each matrix is ( 2 . Therefore, the communication cost for this simulation part is
We ignore the computation cost here, because the groupByKey and map steps are done on a single machine, the cost of which is much less than the overall cost of the approach.
After simulating, two flatMap steps are executed for two input matrices. These are shown in Stage 1 of the execution plan of MLLib in Fig. 5 . The flatMap is the actual block replication step where one block of A is taken at a time and The parallelization factor for these two steps is
After that, the actual shuffling takes place using co-group in Stage 3. It groups the values associated to similar keys for blocks of both the matrices A and B. Therefore, the communication cost is equal to
The flatMap step in Stage 3 computes the block level multiplication of total b 3 number of blocks, the cost of which is
The parallelization factor of Stage 3 proportional to the total number of partitions of the product matrix, which is
The reduceByKey step of Stage 4 aggregates the multiplication terms in a group and add them. As all the blocks to be added are already in the same partition there is no need to shuffle and therefore only computation cost for addition is needed. The Computation cost for this step is
and the parallelization factor is same as above
Therefore, the total cost of MLLib is
B. Performance Analysis of Marlin
Marlin job execution consists of 6 stages as shown in Fig.  6 . However, the first four stages are part of the preprocessing stage except two flatMap transformations. Therefore, two flatMap steps and entire Stage 3 and Stage 4 are part of the actual execution. The total cost of Marlin is given by Lemma IV.1 and a summary of the cost analysis is tabulated in Table  II .
Lemma IV.1. Marlin (referred to as Block-splitting approach in [6] 
) has a complexity in terms of wall clock execution time requirement, where n is the matrix dimension, b is the number of splits, and cores is the actual number of physical cores available in the cluster, as
Cost M arlin = 4b(b 2 + n 2 ) min [2b 2 , cores] + n 2 (b + n) min [b 3 , cores] + bn
) Cost in flatMap
Step: In this step, each matrix block is taken as input and a list of matrix blocks is returned. Each block of matrix A returns the number of columns of B blocks and each block of B returns the number of rows of A blocks. Therefore, each block of total b 2 blocks generates b copies of A blocks and each block of total b 2 blocks generates b copies of B blocks. As there are 2 flatMap steps, the computation cost can be derived as
For computing communication cost, we need to shuffle b 2 groups of blocks and each such group consists of 2b blocks. Each such block has n 2 b 2 elements. Therefore, total communication cost is
The parallelization factor depends on how many groups we are processing, which is equal to P F f latMap = 2b 2 (13) Therefore, total cost in Stage 1 is
2) Cost in Stage 3: We have two steps in Stage 3: join and mapPartition. We compute the Communication cost for join and Computation and Communication cost for mapPartition.
a) Cost in Join
Step: In this step, the output from both the flatMap steps are joined, so that related blocks stay together for the next mapPartition step of Stage 3. It shuffles only one matrix (either A or B) through the network. Assuming only shuffling matrix B, the cost spending on the network communication can be derived as
The parallelization factor is the number of multiplications done for each block times number of blocks in product matrix. Therefore,
Step: In this step the matrix multiplication are conducted locally. To get a single product block, there must be b 2 block multiplications and there are b 2 blocks in the product matrix. Each block size is n 2 b 2 . Therefore, the computation cost of this step is
After the mapPartition step the results blocks needs to be written to disks for the next shuffle phase. The Comm cost can be derived as
We will not add this value to actual cost as the next shuffle phase incurs the same amount of cost as this. The parallelization factor is the number of multiplications done for each block times number of blocks in product matrix. Therefore,
Therefore, total cost in Stage 3 is
3) Cost in Stage 4: reduceByKey is the only step of this stage reduceByKey step. a) Cost in reduceByKey
Step: In this step, the addition of b blocks is done. Each block has n 2 b 2 elements and reduceByKey groups b blocks to get one product block. As there are b 2 product blocks, the Communication cost in this step is
In this step, the parallelization factor is the number of additions can be done in parallel which is equal to the number of blocks in the product matrix. Therefore,
Total cost in Marlin algorithm is
C. Performance Analysis of Stark
Unlike MLLib and Marlin, Stark does not posses a constant number of stages as shown in Fig. 7 . It depends on the number of recursive call to the algorithm. The number of recursive calls are again equal to the logarithm of the number of partitions of the matrix. The total number of stages for a matrix of size of 2 p × 2 p matrix and 2 q × 2 q matrix blocks can be obtained using the following equation
For example, as shown in lineage, the number of stages is equal to 4, when the value of p − q is equal to 1. To prove it, we divide the algorithm into three main sections -Divide, Multiply and Combine. Divide section recursively divides the input matrices into seven sub-matrices and is done by three transformations -flatMap, groupByKey and flatMap. Multiply section does the actual multiplication of leaf node matrix blocks. Combine section combines the submatrices into a single matrix after the recursive call finishes. Both the sections consist of three transformations -map, groupByKey and flatMap. The first flatMap transformation of divide section and last two transformations of combine section require 2 entire stages resulting (p − q + 1) stages each for divide and combine section. Transfprmations in multiply section executes only once. The map occupies the last stage of divide and groupByKey and flatMap occupies the first stage of combine section. Therefore, total number of stages is equal to 2(p − q) + 2.
1) Cost Analysis in Divide Section: As already stated, Divide section consists of three steps -flatMap, groupByKey and mapPartition. Each of the steps occurs (p − q) times.
a) Cost Analysis of flatMap
Step: There are two types of cost associated with this step -computation cost and communication cost. Here, each block is taken as input and according to the tag proper replication is done. As there are b 2 blocks for each matrix, the computation cost for a single flatMap can be derived as
As the recursion tree going down to the leaf nodes, the number of nodes at each level increases 7 times, whereas the number of blocks to be processed at each such node decreases by one fourth. Therefore, the total cost for this step for all the stages can be derived as
The communication cost corresponds to the actual number of elements to be shuffled and thus can be derived similarly as
As the program progresses the parallelization factor increases as (7/4) i (2b 2 ) for (i = 0, 1, 2, ..., (p − q − 1)).
b) Cost Analysis of groupByKey
Step: The communication cost of this step is
c) Cost Analysis of flatMap
Step: The computation cost of flatMap step can be derived as
As the program progresses the parallelization factor increases as (7) i for (i = 1, 2, ..., (p − q)).
2) Cost Analysis of Leaf Node Multiplication Section:
There are three steps for this section -mapPartition, groupByKey and map. Each one occurs only once. In the first two steps blocks with similar tags are shuffled and therefore, the communication cost of mapPartition step can be given as
and the communication cost for groupByKey step is The computation cost for map step is
where actual single node multiplications are done. The parallelization factor is 7 p−q or b 2.8 .
3) Cost Analysis of Combine Section:
In the mapToPair step, each block is mapped to a key that denotes the level of the blocks one level up in the recursion tree. There are 7 i number of different tags at each level i and the number of blocks at level i is b 2 /4 i . Therefore, The computation cost for mapToPair step is
communication cost corresponds to saving all these blocks to the disk, which is
and parallelization factor is (7)
The communication cost for groupByKey step is to grouping all the related blocks having same key which is
and the parallelization factor is same as before.
In the flatMap step, blocks with tags M 1 to M 7 are transformed into C 11 to C 22 sub-matrix blocks. At level i, there are 12 additions of blocks of size n b where number of groups is 7
i . Therefore, the computation cost for flatMap step is
Total cost for Stage 1
Therefore, total Cost for Stage 2 to Stage (p − q)
min [7 i+1 , cores]
Total Cost for Stage (p-q+1)
Total cost for
min [7 i , cores]
Total cost for Stage 2(p-q)+2
V. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we report results from experiments performed to evaluate the performance of Stark, and compare it with that of Marlin and MLLib. First, in section V-B, we compare the fastest possible wall clock time, of the three algorithms for different input matrix sizes. Secondly, in section V-C, we conduct a series of experiments to individually evaluate the effect of partition size and the matrix size of each competing approaches. At last, we evaluate the scalability of Stark.
A. Test Setup
All the experiments are carried out on a dedicated cluster of 3 nodes. Software and hardware specifications are summarized in Table IV . For block-level multiplications Stark uses Breeze, a single node low-level linear algebra library. Breeze provides Java APIs to Stark through Spark, and it calls C/Fortran-implemented native library, such as BLAS, to execute the linear algebra computation through the Java Native Interface (JNI). We have tested the algorithms on matrices with increasing cardinality from (16×16) to (16384×16384). All of 1 Not Applicable these test matrices have been generated randomly using Java Random class. The elements of the matrices are of doubleprecision 64-bit IEEE 754 floating point type.
1) Resource Utilization Plan:
While running the jobs in the cluster, we customize three parameters: the number of executors, the executor memory, and the executor cores. We wanted a fair comparison among the competing approaches and therefore, we ensured jobs should not experience thrashing and none of the cases tasks should fail and jobs had to be restarted. So, we restricted ourselves to choose the parameter values which provide good utilization of cluster resources and mitigating the chance of task failures. By experimentation, we found that keeping executor memory as 50 GB ensures successful execution of jobs without "out of memory" error or any task failures for all the competing approaches. This includes the small amount of overhead to determine the full request to YARN for each executor which is equal to 3.5 GB. Therefore, the executor memory is 46.5 GB. Though the physical memory of each node is 132 GB, we keep only 100 GB as YARN resource allocated memory for each node. Therefore, the total physical memory for job execution is 100 GB resulting 2 executors per node and a total 6 executors. 1 executor is needed for application manager in YARN and we reserve 1 core for the operating system and Hadoop daemons. Therefore, the available total number of core is 11 and total executors are 5. This leaves 5 cores for each executor. We used these values of the run-time resource parameters in all the experiments except the scalability test, where we have tested the approach with a varied number of executors. The resource utilization plan is summarized in Table V .
B. Practical Efficiency of Stark
In this section, we demonstrate the practical utility of Stark compare to distributed systems as well as single node optimized matrix multiplication approaches.
a) Comparison with state-of-the-art distributed systems:: In this experiment, we examine the performance of 
MLLib
Marlin
Stark with other Spark based distributed matrix multiplication approaches i.e. Marlin and MLLib. We report the running time of the competing approaches with increasing matrix size. We take the best wall clock time (fastest) among all the running time taken for different block sizes. The experimental results are shown in Fig. 8 . It can be seen that, Stark takes the minimum amount of time for all matrix dimensions, followed by Marlin. MLLib takes most time. Also, as expected the wall clock execution time increases with the matrix dimension, nonlinearly (roughly as O(n 2.9 )). Also, the gap in wall clock execution time between both Stark and Marlin, as well as Marlin and MLLib increases monotonically with input matrix dimension.
b) Comparison with state-of-the-art single node systems: The second experiment (Table VII) examines how the runtime improves if we use Stark on the cluster compared to the matrix multiplication on a single node having the similar configuration of a single node in the cluster. We report the fastest wall clock execution times for each of the methods and matrix sizes. The intention of this experiment is to demonstrate the performance of Stark compared to highly optimized linear algebra libraries, e.g. Colt [38] and JBlas [39] .
We use the parallel version of Colt library, named ParallelColt [40] which uses threads automatically when computations are done on a machine with multiple CPUs. We also report execution times two other variations of the single node serial matrix multiplication algorithm: the three loop naïve approach and the single node Strassen's matrix multiplication algorithm. We use NA when the wall clock time is more than reasonable time i.e. more than 1 hour. The results show that initially up to matrix size (2048 × 2048) Stark is slower than one other single node algorithm.
While the comparison here is not fair, since Stark uses much more resources, we show that there is a substantial gain in wall clock time, over the single node parallel options currently available, thus justifying a distributed solution.
C. Variation with partition size
In this experiment, we examine the performance of Stark with Marlin and MLLib with increasing partition size for each matrix size. We report the wall clock execution time of the approaches when partition size is increased within a matrix size. For each matrix size (from (4096 × 4096) to (16384 × 16384) we increase the partition size until we get an intuitive change in the results as shown in Figure 9 .
We see that Stark takes the minimum amount of wall clock time among all the approaches for almost all the partition sizes and for all the matrix sizes. The costliest part of all the competing approaches is Stage3, which contains shuffle and leaf node block matrix multiplication steps. It can be easily verified that the computation cost of Stark (as shown in equation 33) is less than MLLib (equation 5) and Marlin (equation 17). This is studied in further detail in section V-D.
We see that Stark takes more time than MLLib at b = 16 and b = 32 and matrix size 4096 × 4096 and 8192 × 8192. The divide section cost at Stage 2 of Stark depends on b or consequently on the value of p − q. Therefore, as the value of b increases, more the number of times divide section executes, resulting in additive cost. This suggests that too many partitions for a small matrix hurt the wall clock execution time.
It can be seen that all the approaches follow a U shaped curve i.e. for smaller values of partition size b the wall clock running time is large and as we increase b, it takes an optimal wall clock time and again increases for a further increase in b. The reason is that, for all the approaches the dominating cost is leaf node multiplications (as given in equation 5, 17 and 33) and it depends on the parallelization factor or PF. The PF of all the approaches increases as b increases resulting gradual decreasing of the cost and then it becomes constant as the value of cores. After that, the total cost started increasing as other cost increases with increasing b.
The gap between MLLib and Stark decreases as b increases. On the other hand, after optimal point Stark line overshoots but MLLib got more gradual tendency. This is because, there is a trade-off between the computation cost and communication cost of Stark, as we increase the partition size. For a smaller number of partitions, the computation cost is comparatively higher, while communication cost is low due to short height of the recursion tree. On the other hand, large partition size increases communication cost for each level of the recursion tree, without gaining much from parallelization. This suggests that unrolling the recursion to an appropriate depth will result in an optimal gap in performance.
D. Comparison between theoretical and experimental results
In this experiment, we compare the theoretical cost of all the approaches with the experimental wall clock execution time to validate our theoretical cost analysis. Fig. 10 shows the comparison for three matrix sizes (from (4096 × 4096) to (16384 × 16384)) and for each matrix size with increasing partition size.
As expected, both the theoretical and experimental wall clock execution time for all the three approaches shows a U shaped curve with increasing partition size. The reason is 
MLLib
Marlin Stark that the size of matrix blocks becomes very large when it is partitioned into smaller partitions for very large matrices. As a result, the single node matrix multiplication execution time is found to be large at the beginning which results in overall large execution time. As the partition size increases, the parallelization factor, equal to min b 3 , cores or min b 2.8 , cores , increases until it reaches the actual number of physical cores available in the cluster. As a result, the overall cost decreases gradually. After the optimal point is reached, the computation cost stabilizes and communication cost starts to increase as the factor bn 2 for MLLib and Marlin and p−q−1 i=0
for Stark, increases.
From Fig. 10 we observe that the minimum actual time and minimum theoretical time occur at different partition sizes, for example in MLLib for matrix size 8192 × 8192 the minimum theoretical time occurs at partition size 8, whereas minimum practical time occurs at partition size 16. We found this discrepancy to explainable using computation wall clock time reported in Table VII. These costs have been extracted by caching matrix blocks to be multiplied at the leaf nodes into the executor memory and calculating the execution time for just the transformations used for leaf node block multiplications. For brevity, we report times only for Marlin and Stark as MLLib follows similar pattern as Marlin. Green and red cells mark the minimum of theoretical and experimental computation times divided by parallelization factor, respectively.
As observed in Fig. 10 , the experimental running time minimum comes later than theoretical one. We observe that the shifts in computation cost minimum (Table VII) roughly correspond to the shifts in overall execution time (Fig. 10) . For example, for Stark the minimum computation cost comes at partition size 16 and so the overall cost. Since we use the breeze library for multiplication of matrix blocks, we attribute this discrepancy to internal optimizations of the breeze package. Hence, we conclude that modulo this discrepancy, the theoretical and experimental wall clock times match, thus justifying our analysis.
E. Stage-wise Comparison
In this experiment, we compare the running time of three systems stage-wise. From this test, we can infer the timeconsuming stage of each approach. We perform this test for increasing matrix size and for each matrix size with increasing partition size. As the number of stages of Stark grows on the order of (p − q), when there is a large difference between matrix size and partition size, the value of p − q becomes too large to compare with other approaches. For this reason, we merge the stages of Stark to form 3 stages, comprising stages related to divide, leaf node multiplication and combine phases. Fig. 11 shows the comparison. To explain further, we have tabulated the stage-wise running time of the approaches with increasing partition size for all matrix sizes in Table VIII,  Table IX, and Table X Stage 3 or leaf node multiplication computation cost dominates while for larger partitions Stage 2 or communication cost of matrix division dominates. This is because, the communication cost corresponding to the divide section dominates as b is increased and as the height of the recursion tree increases, the communication cost accumulates and surpasses the computation cost of leaf node multiplications. The main factor that makes Stark to be faster is its ability to preserve the number of multiplications to be smaller than the other two approaches. It is clear from tables VIII, IX and X, the most costly stage is the stage that contains the block matrix multiplication calculation. This cost is almost same for smaller partition size, but the gap increases as we move to larger partition size. The reason is that, (b 2.8 × ( 
F. Scalability
In this section, we investigate the scalability of Stark. For this, we generate three test cases, each containing a different set of two matrices of dimensions equal to (4096 × 4096), (8192 × 8192) and (16384 × 16384). The running time vs. the number of spark executors for these 3 pairs of matrices is shown in Fig. 12 . The ideal scalability line (i.e. T (n) = T (1)/n -where n is the number of executors) has been overplotted on this figure in order to demonstrate the scalability of our algorithm. We can see that Stark has a strong scalability, with a minor deviation from ideal scalability when the size of the matrix is low (i.e. for (8192×8192) and (16384×16384)). --2  --3  3  --------3  --5  -----------5  Stage 3  222  96  90  84  78  36  66  51  19  40  48  11 Stage 4 Stage 1  150  9  90  49  14  48  33  43  43  156  6  42  12  34  48   Stage 2   --29  --27  --20  --9  --10  --14  -----9  --17  --------18  Stage 3  720  582  384  516  504  192  474  348  78   Stage 4   2  23  8  2  17  3  1  34  4  --11  --7  --2  -----5  --3  --------5 VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we have focused on the problem of distributed matrix multiplication of large and distributed matrices using Spark framework. Here, we have overcome the shortcomings in the state-of-the-art distributed matrix multiplication approaches requiring O(n 3 ) running time. We have accomplished that by providing an efficient distributed implementation of the sub-cubic O(n 2.807 ) time, Strassen's multiplication algorithm. A key novelty is to simulate the distributed recursion by carefully tagging the matrix blocks and processing each level of the recursion tree in parallel. We have also report a comprehensive theoretical analysis of the computation and communication costs and parallization factor associated with each stage of Stark as well as other baseline approaches. Through extensive experiments on the wall clock execution time of the competitive approaches and find that the theoretical analysis matches with the empirical one and also pinpoint the actual source of improvement in wall clock time of Stark.
An important drawback of the current approach is it's high space complexity, which is O(3 l N 2 ), where l is the recursion level (this is because at each recursion level the size of the data grows 3 times than the previous level). For matrix having a million rows and columns will experience a huge memory consumption and thus cannot be executed in situations when other approaches can be run smoothly. It will be interesting to find way to circumvent this problem.
